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Abstract: This paper presents a methodology for generating cross-harmonizations of jazz standards,
i.e., for harmonizing the melody of a jazz standard (Song A) with the harmonic context of another
(Song B). Specifically, the melody of Song A, along with the chords that start and end its sections (chord
constraints), are used as a basis for generating new harmonizations with chords and chord transitions
taken from Song B. This task involves potential incompatibilities between the components drawn from
the two songs that take part in the cross-harmonization. In order to tackle such incompatibilities, two
methods are introduced that are integrated in the Hidden Markov Model and the Viterbi algorithm.
First, a rudimentary approach to chord grouping is presented that allows interchangeable utilization
of chords belonging to the same group, depending on melody compatibility. Then, a “supporting”
harmonic space of chords and probabilities is employed, which is learned from the entire dataset of the
available jazz standards; this space provides local solutions when there are insurmountable conflicts
between the melody and constraints of Song A and the harmonic context of Song B. Statistical and expert
evaluation allow an analysis of the methodology, providing valuable insight about future steps.

Keywords: Hidden Markov Model; melodic harmonization; jazz standards; computational creativity

1. Introduction

In music, as in other forms of art and creativity, employing transformed versions of
ideas and concepts from existing works is common practice. This transformation process
often leads to the generation of original works that incorporate novel ideas and concepts.
This is emphasized by the infamous aphorism “good artists borrow, great artists steal” that
has been attributed to Pablo Picasso. Conceptual Blending Theory (CBT), as initially
described by Fauconnier and Turner in [1], describes a process where concepts from two
independent spaces are combined creatively to create new spaces that lead to the invention
of original concepts in their own right. In music, possible effects of conceptual blending in
musical works have been studied extensively by Zbikowski, e.g., in [2–4], while creative
computational systems that are based on the mathematical formalization of Goguen [5,6]
have been examined, e.g., for conceptual blending of harmonic spaces [7].

Jazz standards have commonly been notated as melodies accompanied by simplified
harmonic frameworks of chords (lead sheets, fake books), allowing thus the necessary
space for improvisation. Jazz musicians transform a given harmonic reduction not only in
terms of voicing, but also by “blending in” ideas from a repertoire of “harmonic cliches”
such as chord extensions, chord substitutions, secondary dominants, local modulations,
turnarounds, blue chords and so on, drawn from different periods and styles of jazz
music. Occasionally jazz performers re-harmonize thoroughly jazz standards, going beyond
established lead music settings (e.g., Bill Evans). In this paper, we focus on one specific
topic, namely, the creative potential of combining the melody of one jazz standard, Song A
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(with its inherent implied harmonic space), with the harmonic space drawn from a second
different jazz standard, Song B—creating some form of harmonic single-scope blends [8].
Can the melody-harmony blending of two different jazz standards create original and
interesting harmonizations that not only (re)invent some of the known harmonic formulas,
but also give rise to novel harmonic realisations?

The specific problem addressed in this paper is the algorithmic generation of new
harmonizations of one jazz standard melody based on the harmony of a different jazz
standard. A method that allows this type of cross-harmonization is aimed at enabling new
possibilities for music exploration emerging from conflicting incompatibilities between
two pieces. The inherently improvisational nature of jazz music performance demands
developing skills of building tension based on conflicting harmonic constructs. It is thus
considered important for teaching and learning music improvisation to provide ideas for
the development of such skills. The possibility of harmonic blending presented in this
paper may be useful to instructors to design exercises depicting conflicts as new challenges
to their students as well as to students during self-practicing. Can such a blending system
for melodic harmonization assist jazz performers in their creative practice? What happens
in the case where two spaces are incompatible in certain respects?

Two methods have been developed and studied that attempt to resolve impasses that
may be caused due to incompatibilities between two jazz standard spaces (e.g., a certain
melodic transition in Song A may not be harmonizable by the chord transitions appearing
in Song B. The first method generalizes the concept of chords by introducing chord groups,
the members of which can be used interchangeably depending on the underlying melody.
The second method incorporates an extension of the Viterbi algorithm in Hidden Markov
Models [9,10], where incompatibilities between the harmony in Song B and the melody in
Song A are resolved by introducing a “support” harmonic space that represents the “background
knowledge” of the entire available dataset of jazz standards. This support space enables chord
transitions that are not present in Song B, but are compatible with the overall jazz idiom.

Jazz is known for its complex melodies and harmonies, and its improvisational nature.
Harmonization is a fundamental aspect of jazz, where multiple musical voices combine to
create a rich and complex sound. In recent years, there has been growing interest in using
artificial intelligence (AI) to assist the harmonization of melodies in jazz [11,12]. However,
one major challenge in this area is the scarcity of properly annotated datasets [13–15], in the
case of jazz standards, mainly due to copyright issues with the melodies. Additionally,
lead sheets, which are commonly used in jazz to notate melodies, are often not properly
annotated with tonality and other structural information, e.g., sections. As a result, AI
models have difficulty learning to harmonize melodies in a way that accurately captures
the essence of the idiom [16]. This highlights the importance of properly annotated datasets
in the development of AI models for musical tasks. In the presented work, we employ
a dataset of 444 jazz standard songs harmonizations (melody and chords in lead sheet
format) to build and examine the presented methods.

Deep learning architectures have lately become the norm for automatic music genera-
tion. Examples of such applications are Hadjeres’ and Pachet’s DeepBach [17], BachBot [18],
the BLSTM (bidirectional-LSTM) chord accompaniment system by Lim et al. [19] and
Google’s Bach Doodle [20,21]. Although each of these systems operates using different
algorithms and techniques, the fundamental principles of music learning and generation
underlying them are similar; new harmonic spaces are created by implementing learned
representations into probability spaces [22]. While these systems offer promising results,
their effectiveness depends on the availability of a large amount of data [23], which is rarely
the case in symbolic music applications—certainly so in the case of jazz standards. Further-
more, the mechanisms underlying the harmonization processes are not transparent, not
allowing direct explicit control of the output of the model [24], making specific tasks such
as blending different harmonic spaces hard to fine tune [23]. On the contrary, the proposed
HMM-based approach leads innately to explainable decisions by the model, a fact that has
driven gradual improvements, as documented in Section 4.1.
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HMMs are very effective for generative music tasks [25], especially when, as in our case,
the size of the available dataset is limited. Some innovative approaches in melodic harmo-
nization that employ HMMs are those of Allan and Williams [26], Raphael and Stoddard [27]
and Raczynski et al. [28]. In the broader context of music generation, a Markov Model can be
used to predict the next notes or chords in a piece of music based on the previous ones by
creating a transition matrix. This can be useful for generating music that has some degree
of structure and coherence [29] and also can be used to blend different harmonic spaces by
combining the chord transition matrices [30]. One limitation of Markov Models, however, is
that they are local, meaning that they only consider the immediate surroundings of a given
note when making predictions. This can lead to a lack of long-term structure and coherence
in the generated music, as the model may not consider the global context of the piece [31].
The problem of locality is a common challenge in music generation using Markov Models [32]
and an approach to overcome it is to link the generative process on structure milestones that
signify harmonic structural closings or phrase endings, i.e., cadences, using constraints at
phrase boundaries [22]. A simple approach for composing melodic harmonizations under
this scheme was presented by Kaliakatsos-Papakostas and Cambouropoulos [33], where
constraints were added at phrase boundaries, ensuring appropriate cadential schemata at
structurally important positions. This method is incorporated in the CHAMELEON melodic
harmonization assistant [7,34,35], which is the core system we use in the current work.

Another problem concerning the HMMs models is that the chord transition options
can be limited [36]. In the presented case, where we use the harmonic space from only one
song (Song B) to re-harmonize a given melody from another one (Song A), this issue is
apparent, in the sense that in some cases no chord transitions appearing in Song B may be
adequate to harmonize a certain note transition in Song A. To overcome this problem we
propose two methods: (a) the use of chord groups, where chords withing a group can be
used interchangeably, according to the underlying melody, and (b) the use of a “support”
harmonic space derived from the overall that represents the collective knowledge of jazz
standards, which allows for the resolution of conflicts between the harmony in Song B and
the melody in Song A. Both methods aim to provide a musically intuitive way of solving
problems when using the proposed re-harmonization approach.

2. Methodology for Jazz Standard Cross-Harmonization

The goal of the presented method is to re-harmonize a jazz standard, Song A, by in-
troducing harmonic components of another jazz standard, Song B; we call this a “cross-
harmonization”. This method attempts to implement this re-harmonization by replacing
all “replaceable” chord of Song A with a new one that relates to Song B. The chords of
Song A that start and end a section are considered “irreplaceable” harmonic constraints;
the intention for constraining these chords is to preserve the overall harmonic structure of
Song A. The paper at hand presents the concept of cross-harmonization as a methodolog-
ical component, but the main goal is to present the underlying methods that enable this
methodological approach, or other approaches under a similar setup.

The methodology concerns the overall approach to re-harmonizing jazz standards,
i.e., Song A with harmonic information from Song B, chord-by-chord, by preserving some
harmonic constraints of Song A in the form of chords that start and end sections. Chords are
considered in groups and chords within a group can be employed interchangeably, based on
their fitness with the underlying melody. Additionally, there is a “background knowledge”
harmonic space that comes as “support” when inconsistencies arise between the melodic
and harmonic elements of the involved songs. The support space comprises harmonic
information from all the available jazz standards in the database. Harmonic information
is considered to be reflected by first-order transitions of chord groups, i.e., transition
probabilities describe the frequency of occurrence of chord pairs. The method presented
herein accommodates the above-mentioned methodology, but it would also facilitate
other methodological approaches: not necessarily involving chord-by-chord substitutions
(harmonic rhythm transfer); considering sub-spaces for support, based on the styles of
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Song A and B; considering higher-order transitions; and considering different grouping
approaches per song, among others.

2.1. Data, Overview of Methods and Problem Formulation

The presented methods incorporate (a) a simple method for grouping chords and
(b) a method that enables the employment of a support space in a constraint-Hidden
Markov Model (cHMM) setup [33]. A “universe” of N chords (HMM states) is considered
that comprises 12 roots and 64 jazz chord identified—resulting in N = 768 possible
chords. These chord types are the ones identified in the commercial app Genius Jam Tracks
(https://geniusjamtracks.com, last accessed: 19 January 2023). These chords are divided
into groups (detailed description in Section 2.2). A set of 444 jazz standards from The Real
Book were annotated with chords of this app along with their melodies from real books.
Melodies are represented only by their pitch and onset time; no information is retained for
their duration or MIDI velocity.

The starting tonality of each piece is considered to be “the tonality” of the entire piece,
even though several pieces incorporate clearly tonality changes; all chords within a piece
are considered as scale degrees of the identified tonality. The decision to consider only
one tonality for each piece aims to allow capturing of transposition-related harmonic
characteristics within a piece through transitions. For instance, in “So What”, there is a
clear transposition from D minor to E[ minor in Section B—and back to D minor in Section
C. Considering this piece to have a single tonality with a D minor label leads to a Markov
transition model that has positive probabilities for transitions between chords in the Dm
and E[m groups. Actually, since all chords in all pieces are considered as scale degrees
of the annotated tonality, using “So What” as Song B enables transitions between chords
in groups of Im and II[m, whenever and if the melody accommodates such a transition.
A melodic segment is described by its relative pitch class profile, i.e., a 12-dimensional
vector that describes the pitch class profile of all melody notes relative to the tonality of the
piece—hereby termed as the “relative pitch class profile” (rPCP) of the melody.

Considering some problem-specific information, the cHMM model requires the fol-
lowing components from Song A (melody and constraints) and Song B (chord transition):

1. TN×N is the transition probability matrix of Song B. This is built by incrementing the
values of an initially zero-valued N × N that corresponds to the rows of the all the
chords that correspond to the group of the first and all the columns of the chords in
the group of the second chord, for every chord transition within Song B. Afterwards,
all rows are normalized to sum to 1, hence representing transition probability density
functions.

2. A12×K is the set of melodic segments per chord to be harmonized in Song A, consider-
ing K chord positions in Song A. The A matrix incorporates a 12-dimensional column
describing the rPCP of the melody notes underlying each of the K chords in Song A.

3. C{0,1}×K is a binary array indicating whether a chord position of Song A is constraint
(needs to be substituted by a chord within the same group of the chord already in
Song A) or not.

Problem formulation includes the following pieces of background knowledge information:

1. Chords are divided in groups according to their type—details in Section 2.2.
2. SN×N is the “support” transition probability matrix of all songs in the database (444).

This is built by adding the respective T matrix of each piece, weighted by the number
of chords within each piece—amounting to the proportional probability contributions
of each piece in the final “universal” probability distribution of chord group transitions.
This matrix will be employed if the Viterbi algorithm produces no information at a
given time step (details in Section 2.3).

3. MN×12 is the compatibility matrix of each individual chord (not chord group) with
an underlying melodic segment, expressed as a 12-dimensional vector (column) that
describes the expected melodic rPCP for each chord (row). More details about the
construction and involvement of M are given in the following paragraph.

https://geniusjamtracks.com
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In M, the (initially zero-valued) 12-dimensional vector of each chord is obtained by
adding an equal proportion of the rPCP distribution of the chord itself with the distribution of
the rPCP of all the underlying melodic segments that this chord has harmonized in all the jazz
standards of the database. The values of the 12-tuple that remain zero after this addition, are
assigned large negative values (in the presented application, this value is −100). The intuition
behind constructing M this way is to make each chord compatible with a melodic segment
that either incorporates relative pitch classes of the chord itself, or other relative pitch classes
that were present in melodic segments that the chord has harmonized in pieces of the dataset.
The strong negative values assigned to the remaining rPCPs penalize decisively the existence
of rPCPs that are not relevant (in the two above-mentioned ways) to the chord. This approach
aims to eradicate the possibility of assigning chords to melodic segments that incorporate
even a single relative pitch class that is irrelevant to them.

The purpose of this matrix is to allow comparisons between the 12-dimensional vector
of each chord with the 12-dimensional rPCP of each melodic segment to be harmonised
through the formulation of an “observations” matrix, ON×K = MN×12 A12×K. Negative
values of O, which are possible because of the large negative values of M, are zeroed out.
The comparison is reflected by the magnitude of the values of ON×K for the respective chord
(row) and melodic segment to be harmonized (column). Since these values are obtained
through the inner product between the rPCP of the melodic segments to be harmonized
(columns of A) and the highly penalizing rPCP expected by each chord (rows of M wight
large negative values), the large negative will create a negative inner product (or zero value
in the final O matrix), even in the case of a single relative pitch class mismatch between
the melody and the chord. Therefore, a chord is considered improbable (zero probability),
even if a single relative pitch class of the melodic segment to be harmonized has not been
encountered in the dataset for the chord under discussion, or if this relative pitch class is
not among the relative pitch classes of the chord tones.

It should be noted that chords with no appearance in the dataset (371 chords, or root-
type pairs, appearing among the N = 768), are also assigned a melody matching profile
based only on their relative pitch class profile. This fact enables the employment of
such chords, since they can be potentially matched with a melodic segment, while chord
grouping can enable transitions to and from these chords, through the groups they belong
to. The inclusion of new chords is arguably a positive component of the presented method.
The fact that the possibility to add a new chord is based on its rPCP and on the transition
probabilities of the group it belongs to is considered a result of common reasoning in
musical terms: if the pitches of a new chord fit the melody and the chord group transitions
allow its appearance, why not use it?

2.2. Chord Groups

When considering the problem of harmonizing a melody from Song A with the har-
mony of Song B, one would assume that a broader conceptual consideration of “harmony”
would be employed, rather than the strict approach to rely solely on the specific chords that
exist in Song B. If chord transitions in the Markov Model that represents Song B incorporate
only statistics between chords that are present in Song B, then the scope of the harmony
to be employed is rather narrow. The aim of chord grouping is to broaden the harmonic
scope by enabling probabilities of transitions between chords of the same group, rather
than individual chords themselves.

Chords are divided into six groups according to their type, based on their pitch class
content (relative to the root of each chord). The approach to chord grouping employed in
this paper is rather basic and possibly naive, since it does not consider the chord functions
(e.g., if a chord precedes a tonic chord) and it requires that chords in the same group have the
same root. More sophisticated approaches could be explored in future work, e.g., as in [37],
but the results presented herein indicate that even the basic approach discussed in this section
provides good results. The groups and the “rule” in incorporate a chord type into a specific
group are shown in Table 1. For example, the chord with the type [0, 3, 7, 10] (represented as a
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pitch class set relative to the root of the chord) belongs to the “Minor” group, since it includes
“3” and it does not belong to the “Diminished” group (since it does not include “6”).

Table 1. Chord grouping method and number of chords per group. Chord types are represented by
their pitch class set relative to the chord root.

Group Rule Num. of Chords

Dominant {4, 10} ∈ t ∨ ({4, 8} ∈ t ∧ 11 /∈ t) 30
Suspended 5 ∈ t ∧ {3, 4} /∈ t 6
Diminished {3, 6} ∈ t ∧ 10 /∈ t 2

Major 4 ∈ t ∧ 10 /∈ t 13
Minor 3 ∈ t ∧ t /∈ Diminished 17
Other Not in other groups 2

2.3. Supported Constraint Hidden Markov Model

In the typical Hidden Markov Model method, inferring the sequence of a set of known
hidden states for each time step t, the Viterbi algorithm is employed, which iteratively
accumulates probabilities for each chord being the chord of choice in a matrix ∆ and keeps track
of the best possible previous chord for each current chord through a matrix of “best previous
chord” indexes, ψ. The probabilities in ∆ are calculated using the following components:

1. The transition probabilities TN×N .
2. The melody-related fitness of each chord, expressed through the ON×K matrix.
3. The accumulated ∆ value of the best possible previous, based on the transition proba-

bility and the melody fitness of the above mentioned matrices.

Specifically, the probability calculated for each chord, j, is the maximum of the element-
wise product of each chord being the one in the previous step, times the probability of the
examined chord to harmonize the given melody:

∆[j, t] = max[(∆[:, t− 1]� T[:, j]) O[j, t]]

If T is sparse enough, which is expected in the case for a transition matrix of a single
song (Song B), or if there is a misalignment between melody emissions and the learned
melodic relative pitch classes for each chord (resulting from the large negative penalty for
chord-melody mismatch discussed in Section 2.1), all elements of the current time step
column (∆[:,t]) can be zero.

A common practice in HMM models is to “smoothen” all the incorporated matrices
by replacing zero values with a small arbitrary value, for preventing all-zero occurrences in
columns of ∆. This allows the continuation of all paths in the trellis diagram until the end
of the graph, preventing the Viterbi algorithm from “crushing”, i.e., having all final states of
the trellis paths with zero accumulated probability values [38]. Note that zeroing out all the
∆ values in a single column will lead to zeroing out all values in all subsequent columns.
Smoothing will indeed give a chance to the non-zero component in the computation of
∆[j,t] to be the deciding factor; i.e., if zero comes as a result of transition impotency, then
best melody matching will determine chord selection and vice versa.

Smoothing, however, introduces improbably transitions or melody-to-chord mis-
matches that are irrelevant to the underlying musical idiom of the jazz standards. The pre-
sented method attempts to resolve this issue by providing idiom-relevant solutions to
transition or melody incompatibilities. One way this issue is addressed is through chord
grouping, as discussed in Section 2.2. This step not only makes transitions more dense,
since previously unrelated chords are now connected with non-zero transition probabilities,
but also gives more options when it comes to chord-melody matching, since chords with
various extensions within a group are simultaneously considered.

Group transitions within a piece, however, might as well be too sparse, since a jazz
standard is not necessary to involve transitions between all possible chord groups, let alone
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chords in all groups. To this end, a transition “support” (S[i, j]) method is proposed that
incorporates the transition probabilities of groups of the entire learned idiom. Given enough
songs in the idiom, S will be sufficiently denser than T and will lead to fewer occasions
where all values in a column of ∆ will be zero because of the transition component. To this
end, at each time step (t), the current column ∆[:,t] is examined, and, if it includes all-zero
values, it is recomputed with transition probabilities taken from S instead of T. If S, in turn,
leads again to an all-zero column, then “smoothed” versions of both S and O are employed,
i.e., where all zero values are increased by a small amount (10−6).

The intuition behind using S in “problematic” time steps is to allow the Viterbi
algorithm, for those specific time steps, to “borrow” transition ideas from the grouped
version of the entire idiom in order to resolve harmonic “dead-ends” that might arise from
using only the transitions of a single song. This approach assumes that the “dead-end”
is a result of transition probability sparseness, i.e., that all values in a column of ∆ are
zeroed because of the T[:, j] column in the ∆[:, t − 1] � T[:, j] inner product, and not by
zero probabilities in melody-chord matching. Similar approaches can be examined for
resolving melody mismatches in cases of “dead ends” that occur because of the ON×K =
MN×12 A12×K component. For instance, such an approach could include an iterative
relaxation of the melody-per-chord penalties in M, until at least one chord would match
the underlying melodic content (in A); this issue needs elaborate examination and is left
for future research.

It needs to be noted that using support transition probabilities does not necessarily
mean that chord groups that do not belong in Song B are introduced. In fact, in case a single
application of support is necessary, this will simply help by indicating how possible it is for
groups already within Song B to transit from one to another when considering the transition
probabilities of all the jazz standards (not simply the transition probabilities of Song B). This is
illustrated in the “Single support” case of the simplified example in Figure 1 (This example
refers to “chords” rather than “groups” to avoid complications related to chord-melody
matching, when chords are divided in groups. The text, however, refers directly to “groups”,
since melody matching is not discussed). If an application of support was leading to a group
outside Song B, then it would be necessary to have at least one consecutive application of
support transition probabilities to go back to the groups (and the transition space) of Song B.
Therefore, it is necessary to have at least two consecutive applications of the support space to
allow the employment of at least one single group outside Song B. This possibility is illustrated
in the “Double support” case in Figure 1; note that in this example, it is would still be possible
to remain within the Song B space in step t, but the illustrated probabilities in this simplified
example show how it would be possible to select a group outside Song B.

2.4. Group and Support on Constraints

Chord groups are also effective on locations that are constraint, i.e., starting and ending
chords of sections selected by the algorithm need to belong to the group of the initial
piece, Song A. On a time step, t, with chord constraint, this is implemented by updating
only the rows of ∆[:, t] that correspond to chords of the group with the chord that exists
initially as constraint. If support or smoothing is required in constrained time steps, then
those also affect the chords corresponding to the group of the original chord of Song A.
Chords involved in section changes are both constraint; it should be noted that, in those
cases, all transitions between chords in the groups of the constraints should be possible
and, therefore, the values of T and O of the corresponding group chords are smoothed by
default—there should not be any check for support. The intuition behind employing groups
on positions of chord constraints is to allow the introduction of new chords (of a given
group), even in positions of constraints, based on which, “chord variation” is more suitable
for the melodic segment under harmonization.
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Figure 1. In a simplified example, a “universe” of three chords (equivalent to groups in the presented
approach) is considered. T includes the transitions of Song B, which incorporate only chords 0
and 1, and transitions are only possible from one to the other (not to themselves). The “support”
space includes all three chords, and transitions are possible between all chords (S also includes the
probabilities of T). Some melodic segments are compatible with some chords at time step t + i (as
in ON×K); compatible chord-melody matches are indicated in grey, incompatible in white. In case a
single support transition probability is used, S is only employed to facilitate a transition between
chords 0 and 1, which is not possible in T; all other paths will be eventually erased by backtracking.
If double (or multiple consecutive) supports are employed, then all supports, except from the final in
the series, could possibly incorporate chord 2, which is not available in Song B.

3. Results

The presented results aim to describe the behavior of the algorithms, as implemented
in the cross-harmonization computational system, in the entire dataset and to examine more
closely specific cases in the light of jazz expert knowledge. Specific points of interest include
the introduction of support in cross-harmonizations, as well as the introduction of new chords
through the employment of chord groups. To this end, a statistical analysis is presented that
examines correlations between several components of the application of the method in all
possible pairs of Song A–Song B for all pieces in the dataset. Furthermore, expert analysis
on selected cross-harmonizations provides a brief overview of the successes and failures of
the musical output, while correlations between system-related attributes and expert ratings
indicate which probabilistic components may be responsible for good or bad results.

3.1. Statistical Analysis

Cross harmonizations are performed between all song combinations in the dataset,
producing 443× 443 = 196,249 harmonizations to be examined. From each harmonization,
an explanatory log file is generated in an Excel sheet, which logs information for each chord,
including whether a chord is constraint, if it was selected from support or smoothing, if it
is a new chord, along with some numerical values concerning transition probability and
melody-chord matching, including the melodic rPCP of the segment that each chord harmo-
nizes and the rPCP expected by the chord. Each piece takes part in 443 re-harmonizations
as Song A and an equal number as Song B; the aforementioned attributes are collected for
each piece, in both cases, acting as Song A and as Song B.

The first goal of this part of the analysis is to examine the overall characteristics of
applying support and chord grouping as described above. Table 2 analyses the examined
attributes for all pieces in average, as well as for the pieces with higher (“Straight, No Chaser”)
and lower (“Falling in Love with Love”) ratios of transitions that came from the support space,
over the total number of transitions in the piece. First of all, regarding the average, it appears
that support was required in about 42% of the generated chord transitions on average, i.e., an
average of 16.12 chords were a result of support transitions on an average number of 38.16
transitions in total, in all cross-harmonization sessions. Additionally, 11.81 of those support
transitions come either before, after or over constraint chords. This indicates that constraints
are often responsible for the need to employ information from the support space.
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Table 2. Statistics of applying support and chord grouping when a piece acts as Song A, i.e., when it
provides the melody and the constraints.

Label Average Straight, No Chaser
(Max. Support)

Falling in Love with Love
(Min. Support)

Transitions 38.16 12 44
Constraints 5.32 2 2
Support 16.12 10.77 5.46
Supp. no Constr. 11.81 8.79 4.19
Smoothing 0.17 1 0.00
Smth. no Constr 0.03 1 0
Melody mean 0.26 0.13 0.19
Melody std 0.19 0.11 0.12
New chords 2.22 0.01 0.19

“Straight, No Chaser”, while having only two constraints (beginning and ending
chords), needs support for above 10 out of 12 transitions (0.90 ratio) and has the worst
melody-to-chord matching with an average of 0.13 (compared to the overall average of 0.26).
The increased demand for support in “Straight, No Chaser” is explained by the fact that the
melody is highly-chromatic, rendering all 443 pieces (when they act as Song B) incompatible
with at least one melodic segment. An exception is also notable with this piece: the average
times that smoothing was necessary (where even support failed to provide a solution) is
exactly 1. Analysis shows that this happens because of the exceptionally chromatic melodic
part in bar 9, which forces the employment of a very specific chord ([VI major) to appear,
which appears only twice in the support space as the second chord in a transition, with first
chords that are incompatible with the melody in the previous bar.

Actually, many of the top-10 pieces in support-per-transition are within the bottom 10
in melody matching. However, this effect diminishes for bottom-10 pieces in support-per-
transition, a fact that justifies the overall weak correlation of those two values for all pieces
(0.15 in support-per-transition and melody matching over all generated pieces—see row
4, column 2 in Table 3). For instance, the piece with the smaller support-over-transitions
value (“Falling in Love with Love”) has indeed a lower-than-average melody matching
mean value (0.19). Correlation analysis is conducted on the values of Table 2 for each
generated piece, the number of constraints, support and smoothing applications divided by
the total number of transitions to obtain results that are relative to the length of each piece.
Table 3 shows the results of this correlation analysis, where melody matching is represented
by the mean value of melody matches within each piece. The interesting result of this
analysis, indicated in bold fonts, is the relatively strong relation between the appearance
of new chords with the application of support, over constraints or independently. This
fact indicates that, when support is required, the algorithm employs information on chord
grouping to provide a solution that best matches the underlying melody with a chord based
solely on the rPCP of the latter (since new chords do not include information about the
melodic context they expect). It is also interesting that this correlation does not exist for
chords that were selected through smoothing.
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Table 3. Results of correlation analysis on all generated pieces, for examining relations between con-
straints, support/smoothing (on constraints or independent), melody matching and the employment
of new chords. The following features are examined (a value per feature for each piece): Constr.: ratio
of constraints over transitions. Supp./Smth./New: ratio of times support/smoothing/appearance
of new chord was presented over transitions. -nC suffix: not coming exactly before, after or over
constraint. Mel: melody matching value (of ON×K).

Constr. Supp. Supp-nC Mel. New Smth. Smth-nC

Constr. 1.00 0.13 −0.13 0.00 0.17 0.09 −0.05
Supp. 0.13 1.00 0.96 0.15 0.62 0.28 0.26
Supp-nC −0.13 0.96 1.00 0.15 0.57 0.25 0.27
Mel. 0.00 0.15 0.15 1.00 0.12 −0.15 −0.18
New 0.17 0.62 0.57 0.12 1.00 0.15 -0.00
Smth. 0.09 0.28 0.25 −0.15 0.15 1.00 0.64
Smth-nC −0.05 0.26 0.27 −0.18 −0.00 0.64 1.00

3.2. Expert Evaluation and Ratings

One expert on jazz standards (among the authors) was involved in a process of an-
alyzing, commenting in free form and rating a selection of 13 generated harmonizations.
The expert would listen to the results and then a digital version of the score was marked.
The expert was conducting this process as if he was evaluating students in a harmonization
course. The process is explained graphically in Figure 2. The jazz standards that were
involved in the re-harmonization sessions were selected based on some exceptional char-
acteristics that they incorporated, according to the expert; the re-harmonizations that are
involved in the analysis, along with the ratings in melody, transitions and the average of
the two are shown in Table 4. The videos and the log files can be found online (link can be
found here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7549632, last accessed on 19 January 2023).

Expert Study

Data

Cross-Harmonization

Melody and Section 
Constraints from Song A

Chord Transitions 
from Song B - support

from all data

Result rendered to  
GJT-compatible

format

Video and Jazz trio
accompaniment

recording from GJT app

Melody recorded in
Garage Band

Video with harmony
and melody

Expert

System explanatory
logs

System produces explanatory log files

Ratings

Correlations

Analysis

Figure 2. Experimental process pipeline. Pairs of jazz standards are selected and the system employs
the presented methods to generate cross-harmonizations between them, along with the respective ex-
planatory log files. The cross-harmonization output is imported to GJT and rendered to video/audio
format (one repetition) in jazz trio format (drums, bass and piano). The melody, generated in Garage
Band, is imported to the video and the final outcome becomes available to a jazz expert. The expert
analyzes the output in free text and the most important comments are gathered. They also rate each
harmonization and the correlation is examined between those ratings and several aspects of the
generated harmonizations from the log files produced by the system.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7549632
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Table 4. Re-harmonization sessions and their ratings according to melody matching, selected chords
and the average of the two.

Song A Song B Melody Chords Average

Afro Blue Giant Steps 9.5 9 9.25
All Of Me Giant Steps 7.5 6.5 7

All The Things You Are Darn That Dream 8 8 8
Anthropology Darn That Dream 9 8.5 8.75
Beautiful Love Darn That Dream 9.5 8 8.75

Blue Bossa Giant Steps 6.5 8.5 7.5
Blue Bossa St. Thomas 6.5 8.5 7.5

C-Jam Blues Time Remembered 8 4 6
Relaxin’ At Camarillo Time Remembered 7.5 7.5 7.5

St. Thomas Blue Bossa 10 5.5 7.75
So What Giant Steps 3 8 5.5

Solar Giant Steps 1 6 3.5
Solar Time Remembered 9.5 9.5 9.5

According to the expert analysis, which provided useful insight for the discussion in
Section 4.2, the system performed well on several occasions, sometimes even surprisingly
well, while, in other cases, some chord decisions were lacking adaptation to the underlying
melody and/or harmonic coherence in terms of both chord transitions and individual
chord choices. Regarding poor chord choices, an example is the employment of a m[6
chord in the first bar of a harmonization; this chord, in the jazz standard idiom, has been
employed almost solely as a transitional chord between a m6 and a minor triad chord.
Regarding melody mismatches, the system, on some occasions, harmonized melody pitches
that are included in the “avoid notes” of jazz standard terminology, e.g., a major third
over a minor chord, or the 11th over a major chord. Erroneous note harmonization was
performed not only in overall bad harmonization results, e.g., in the “Solar–Giant Steps”
cross-harmonization shown Figure 3a, but also in segments of good overall harmonizations,
where one or two chords were not producing satisfactory matching with the underlying
melody, e.g., in the “Solar–Time Remembered” cross-harmonization. In the latter case,
the harmonization was overall satisfactory and the broader harmonic concept of Song B
(Time Remembered) was indeed passed in the cross-harmonization: no dominant chords
were employed, except for the last chord, which is a constraint chord of Song A.

Regarding the ratings, they were based, as much as possible, on an “academic” point
of view, which was pursued by instructing the music expert to rate as if they were rating
re-harmonizations of students. The ratings (on a scale of 0–10) show that the algorithms
are, in general, capable of generating re-harmonizations that are rated high, i.e., above 8
(5/13), while all except three harmonizations are rated above 7 (10/13). There are three
cases with poor rating, namely 6, 5.5 and 3.5.

The ratings of each re-harmonization are examined in terms of their correlation with
some features obtained from the log files. Specifically, the correlation is studied between the
rating and the accumulated number of constraints per transition, supported transitions per
transition, new chords per transition, transition probabilities and melody matching in each
re-harmonization. The results are shown in Table 5. Even though the re-harmonizations are
very few (13) and, additionally, there are no high-enough values to show clear correlations,
the indicated weak relations provide interesting insight that can be valuable for future
studies that focus more on the qualitative, subjective evaluation of the methods.
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(a) Solar–Giant Steps

(b) Solar–Time Remembered

Figure 3. Two example cross-harmonizations with “Solar” as Song A and (a) Giant Steps and (b) Time
Remembered as Song B. Melody mismatches are indicated. In (a), melody mismatches are very often,
in contrast to (b).

Table 5. Correlation analysis between ratings and re-harmonization features. Noteworthy correlation
values are in dicated in bold.

Melody Chords Average

Constraints −0.42 0.11 −0.29
Support −0.51 −0.12 −0.47

New chords 0.30 0.43 0.45
Transition prob. −0.12 0.29 0.04

Melody matching 0.42 −0.51 0.09

Table 5 indicates that the average rating is correlated negatively with the number of sup-
ported transitions, while it is positively correlated with the appearance of new chords, i.e., bet-
ter rates correspond to less supported transitions but more new chords. However, in the entire
set of all 196,249 re-harmonizations, the number of supported transitions is correlated with
the number of new chords. It happens that the 13 re-harmonization tasks that are examined
exhibit no correlation between these two features (i.e., correlation between number of sup-
ported chords per transition and new chords per transition is 0.08). The negative correlation
component, regarding the supported transitions, is related with melody rating, i.e., the fewer
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the supported chords, the higher the melody rating. The positive component, regarding
the number of appearances of new chords, is related to transition ratings, i.e., the more new
chords, the higher the transitions rating. Therefore, there appears to be more complex relations
between good melody matching, good chord transitions, supported transitions and new
chords that needs to be further examined in future research.

Another aspect of the correlation analysis that needs to be noted is the fact that the
melody matching measured in the log file (values of ON×K) correlates positively with the
melody rating (which is expected), but is negatively correlated with chord transition rating.
This means that better ratings in chord transitions are a result of costly compromises regard-
ing melody matching. Again, this result provides an interesting topic to be examined more
thoroughly in a study that focuses on the subjective impact of the proposed algorithms.

4. Method Evolution and Future Improvements

The presented approach and methods constitute a relatively robust version of the
algorithms that resulted from studying the behavior of well-established HMM-based meth-
ods within the context of cross-harmonization. This section presents the steps that led
to the current version and some next steps that we assume will lead to improved ver-
sions. Additionally, some possible practical applications of the overall cross-harmonization
methodology are discussed in potential real-world settings.

4.1. Method Development Milestones

This section highlights the basic steps that were followed and led to the development of
the presented version of the method. These steps are divided into three “milestone” versions
of the algorithms that are briefly outlined. There are two goals in presenting those milestones:
(a) to clarify in isolation the improvement of each component that was added or modified
in incremental fashion in the proposed method and (b) to discuss what has been tested in
previous versions and how and why it did not work.

Milestone 1. The first attempt was based on a straightforward idea: to create a
weighted average between the transition matrices of Song B and of all the songs of the
entire idiom (support matrix), e.g., create a transition matrix as the sum 0.7 · T + 0.3 · S.
This idea involved smoothening zero entries for avoiding zero column entries in ∆ and
did not incorporate any penalty for chord-melody mismatch; the chord with the strongest
match with the melody was receiving a higher probability, regardless of how many melodic
notes it was missing. The problem with this version was that even the slightest contribution
of S in the weighted sum led ultimately to the prevalence of S, which was “saturating” the
trellis diagram, almost regardless of the selection of Song B, leading to “run-of-the-mill”
re-harmonizations that reflected generic attributes of the jazz standards. This behaviour
was occurring because even the slightest incompatibility between the melody or constraints
in Song A and the chord transitions in Song B was sidetracking the algorithm to select
songs that ultimately belonged only to S.

Milestone 2. The second version did not incorporate smoothening of the involved
matrices and was employing support solely in the case of a zero column in ∆, as presented
in Section 2.3. This approach was not sidetracking all the decisions of the algorithm,
since, at any given time step, only T was examined first and S was employed only if all
possibilities for transition in T were zero. With this approach, at any given time step, only
the trellis paths that were providing at least the slightest possibility for chords in Song
B (expressed by transitions in T) were first examined, disregarding S and disallowing it
to “saturate” the trellis diagram. The problem with this version was that chord selection
was very restrictive to the exact types in Song B. Since no chord-melody mismatch penalty
was yet introduced at this point, the exact chords of Song B would somehow fit in melodic
segments that involved at least one matching relative pitch class. However, when music
experts were presented with the results of this version, they were constantly identifying
“missed opportunities” for employing chords of the same overall quality (e.g., major, minor,
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dominant, etc.), but with specific extensions and alterations that were more suitable to the
underlying melody.

Milestone 3. The third version, the one before the version presented in this paper,
integrated chord grouping as discussed in Section 2.2. This rudimentary approach to chord
grouping enabled great improvement, according to music experts, since the basic harmonic
concepts of Song B were becoming present, even if they were expressed with chord types
that were not exactly the same as in Song B. Substituting chord types was considered,
in fact, by music experts as a sign of “adaptability” of the algorithm to the demands of the
melodic conditions in Song A. The problem with this version was that the algorithm was
too forgiving when it came to melody-chord mismatches. The current version, presented in
Section 2, added a large penalty for even a single melody-chord mismatch, which improved
the results significantly. There are still identified aspects that can be improved, but the
current version presents an opportunity to focus the study clearly on the effects of grouping
and support utilization. Some possible pathways for improvement are presented below,
but their effect will need to be carefully examined, in isolation, in future studies.

4.2. Possible Pathways to Improvement

Both chord grouping and transition support provide a framework that can integrate
several further components. The first identified weakness of the current implementation
concerns melody matching, which appears to be too “stiff” in some cases and too “forgiving”
in others. This is possibly due to the rudimentary method for melody representation. To this
end, melody representation, even in the current form of the 12-dimensional rPCP vector,
needs to incorporate more musically meaningful aspects, e.g., duration, weak-versus-strong
metrical position, etc. Additionally, a more refined method for chord tolerance to melodic
mismatches can be introduced, possibly involving ad hoc rPCPs that can and cannot be
acceptable for each chord type. E.g., all major group chords, regardless of their specific
type and what they have harmonized in the dataset, could accept a melody note that
corresponds to the 6th of the chord, but could not accept a minor third note. In the current
form, such simple musical considerations might be violated due to rare exceptions in
data that do not apply to generic music knowledge. Additionally, characteristic melody
matching information individually from Song A and/or Song B could be involved, instead
of or in combination with melody matching information from the overall space of jazz
standards, as in the current version. Such ideas, however, need to be tested in a study that
provides results focusing on this specific aspect.

Apart from melodic representation issues discussed above, chord representation may
also be improved in more musically meaningful ways. For instance, chord grouping could
be more refined, incorporating the functional and/or structural role of each chord, or the
mode of the piece tonality (e.g., requiring transposition to the relative minor or major in
Song B, to match the mode in the tonality of Song A. For instance, chord grouping could
involve the function of each chord within the involved songs, or in the overall space, along
with the metrical position of the chord, i.e., if it is placed on a weak or a strong beat. Such
characteristics do not necessarily need to be integrated in the transition matrix as the current
version of chord grouping, but can be added as a separate layer of probabilities during the
computation of ∆ at each time step, i.e., instead of having two layers of probabilities at
each time (transitions and melody matching), more probabilities per state/chord could be
integrated directly as a product of probabilities, based, e.g., on the metrical position of the
time step and the learned role of each chord in this metrical position.

Another issue that relates to the overall statistical learning approach is the inherent
attribute of such methods to focus on statistical “normalities”, disregarding idiosyncratic
aspects of data that are considered “anomalies”, which, however, might be valuable for
identifying useful characteristics in specific data points. For instance, in “So What”, the most
salient harmonic phenomenon is the semitone step in the entire tonality in Section B, which
is, however, poorly reflected by the transition probabilities in the model of the piece that
gives more weight to repeated transitions. Such idiosyncratic elements could be highlighted
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by introducing a “salience” component, e.g., as developed in [39], either in the formulation
of the transition probabilities or as a separate layer in the formulation of ∆.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a new methodology for creating novel melodic harmonizations
of jazz standards through cross-harmonization, i.e., harmonization of the melody and
some chord constraints of Song A, with the chords and transitions of Song B. While de-
veloping the basic Hidden Markov Model in collaboration with jazz experts for achieving
this task, two new methods were created, which function on top of the Viterbi algorithm:
the incorporation of chord groups (rather than individual chords as states) and the in-
troduction of a “supporting” chord transition space, trained on the entire dataset of jazz
standards, at the exact time steps where incompatibilities between the melody or the
constraints of Song A and the chord groups and transitions of Song B are encountered.
Results were presented on a dataset of 444 chord-melody annotated jazz standards, provid-
ing an understanding on how often the “supporting” space was employed and how often
that led to the introduction of new chords that were never used in other jazz standards of
the dataset. Expert analysis showed that the main problem, in some cases, is that there are
still significant chord-melody mismatches. Possible solutions are discussed, along with a
discussion about other possibilities for improvement. From the results presented herein, it
can be concluded that the presented approach has the potential to lead to new interesting
applications pertaining to the field of computational creativity in music, while it opens
up new research directions both for improvements of the proposed methods and for the
development of other methods that facilitate cross-harmonization.

Two limitations of the presented study are the small dataset that is currently available
and the fact that the proposed approach has not been assessed within the context of practi-
cal applications, such as music learning. Except for the method-related issues discussed in
Section 4.2, application and evaluation issues should be additionally addressed. The inclu-
sion of more jazz standards will provide further insight into how the support space can
introduce new solutions, while it will allow the examination of support “subspaces” that
do not include the entire dataset, but a smaller subset of the dataset the Song B belongs
to. Evaluation needs to address issues related to the feasibility and the usability of the
presented approach in specific application scenarios. The current results aim to shed some
light on how the methods behave, mainly based on some quantifiable criteria, but there
exist concrete real-world scenarios for which the effectiveness of the proposed approach
needs to be assessed.

The presented re-harmonization methodology allows intertwining of a given harmonic
structure, i.e., that of Song B, with a combined melodic-harmonic context, i.e., that of Song A.
The context of Song A integrates melodic and harmonic components, both in the form of the
constraint chords (beginning and ending of sections), as well as in the form of the harmony
implied by the melody under consideration. The results indicate that interesting harmonic
phenomena can emerge for some combinations of Song A and Song B, although there are
cases in which algorithm decisions may lead to re-harmonizations that are not favorable for
the idiom of jazz standards as it stands. In such cases, applications are sought in settings
that can either have a higher degree of tolerance to errors, or that have exploratory settings,
in which errors may be of interest for developing new musical idioms. In live performances,
musicians will often start performing one piece without concluding the previous one. This
is usually done by developing the melodic theme of the second piece within the duration of
the first piece. The methodology presented here can offer ideas for such seamless transitions
between two pieces of music, which, in an analogy to the signal processing terminology,
may be considered to provide some form of ‘harmonic morphing’. This paradigm of
temporary morphing or permanent blending of two pieces of music can be useful in the
context of music pedagogy, as well as under a more controversial perspective, for example,
in human-machine performances (a.k.a. computer accompaniment).
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In music learning and teaching, practicing the same piece of music repeatedly be-
comes tedious and uninteresting both for students as well as for teachers. The proposed
application allows the transformation of the piece, while, at the same time, encouraging
the performer to develop new ideas borrowed or stolen from another piece, therefore
enhancing student engagement and enriching the learning experience. Such an application
may be especially useful in online learning platforms, through which teacher–student
interactions essentially employ virtual tools to develop the educational practices. In such
setups, unsuccessful re-harmonizations may be rated by users (students and teachers),
therefore further informing transition matrices to guide the Viterbi algorithm to increas-
ingly provide more successful harmonizations. The methods presented in this paper will
be deployed and assessed in the context of the pilot experiments of the MusiCoLab project
(https://musicolab.hmu.gr/wordpress/, last accessed on 19 January 2023) for online music
education [40].

Furthermore, real-time re-harmonisations may be realized in the domain of human-
machine improvisation. Computer accompaniment systems have a history of several
decades [41,42]. They aim at developing artificial performers able to collaborate with
humans in learning, practicing and enjoying music performance, when it is not possible
for the latter to meet their collaborating partners [43,44]. A creative harmonisation agent,
augmented with machine listening capabilities, i.e., capable of following the performance of
a human in terms of timing and dynamics, can be used to provide an indefinite number of
re-harmonisations of a given piece. These re-harmonisations may be used as backing tracks
for the human performer, derived from numerous jazz standards, therefore challenging the
performer to indefinitely follow new ideas built on prior background knowledge.
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